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Abstract 
We try to provide reasonable explanations for the equity premium puzzle by the 

mental account, prospect theory, disposition effect and hedonic editing. This study 

examine how do investor trade in relation to their holding portfolio gains and losses? 

The empirical evidence suggests that investor are more likely to segregated gains and 

integrated losses, in accordance with disposition effect and hedonic edition. In other 

words, investor are more likely to longer holding losing trade than winning trade, 

because selling at losing trades would cause great suffering. We find that investor tend 

to longer holding mixed gains than mixed big losses. In face of mixed big losses, they 

are relatively rational, inconsistent disposition effect. Our empirical find that highest 

wealth level‘s traders and experienced traders suffer loss, they are relatively rational. 
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Introduction 

Recent literature has widely argued that investors made trading decisions diverges 

form rational expectations and the axioms of expected utility theory (Kahneman and 

Tversky (1979)). One of the popularly discussed is that traders tend to hold losing positions 

too long and sell winning positions too soon as the disposition effect by Shefrin and 

Statman (1985). The disposition effect explained that investor mental accounting and 

asymmetry trading decisions, but do not complete illustrate that the effect of multiple 

mental accounting on investor trading decisions. Thaler (1985) offered that the hedonic 

editing illustrates whether investors integration or segregating outcomes will maximize the 

perceived value. This article tests the effect of mental accounting on investor trading 

decisions. We try to provide reasonable explanations for the equity premium puzzle by the 

mental accounting, prospect theory, disposition effect and hedonic editing. 

Prospect theory assumed that the value function was nonlinearity, asymmetry, S-

shaped, and the reference point define gains and losses rather than level of wealth. 

Diminishing sensitivity of the value functions to both gains and losses. The “S” shaped 

value function, which gain positions is concave function and loss positions is convex 

function. In other words, diminishing sensitivity of the value function implies that investors

obtain higher expected utility by gains separately and losses together.   

The prospect theory value function is defined over single outcomes. Thaler (1985) the 

hedonic editing is derived from prospect theory and it analysis to multiple outcomes. 

Hedonic editing suggests that gain is segregated from other gain, loss is integrated with 

other loss, small loss is integrated with large gain (mixed gains), and small gain is 

segregated from large loss (mixed losses). We examine whether different types of traders 

show different the hedonic editing effect by examining the holding periods. 
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Based on hedonic editing, investors are likely to segregated gains and integrated losses. 

Mental accounting would higher value by a gain is segregated from another gain than by 

gain is integrated with another gain. If investor’s holding assets are profits that investors 

tend to sale winning assets, because realizing gains enhance their happiness in the mental 

accounting. Investors prefer to selling winning positions to early. Similarly, mental 

accounting would higher value by a loss is integrated with another loss than by loss is 

segregated from another loss. Investors do not tend to selling at losing trades, because 

selling at losing trades would cause great suffering. It is painful to admit that they wrong 

trading decisions in the past. They will be minimized painful by holding at losing trades 

according to the principles of mental accounting, therefore we support that investors prefer 

to longer holding losers than winners. In other words, investors are likely to longer holding 

losing trades than winning trades. Our empirical results are in accordance with the 

hypothesis. 

Selling 

(shorter holding days) 

Holding 

(longer holding days) 

Loss v 

Gain v 

Large loss and small gain v 

Large gain and small loss v 

Next, we examine whether investors tend to hold assets longer facing mixed gains 

than mixed losses and examine whether individual investors have the larger behavior bias 

than institution investors.  

In the study, we use a detailed account-level database in Taiwan Futures Exchange. 
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The dataset include the date and time of the transaction, its direction (buy or sell), the 

trading quantity, transaction price, the account identification and trader types. Using the 

characteristics of futures dataset, we discuss the relationship between different trader type 

and the magnitude of behavioral bias in detail. 
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Literature Review 

Kahneman and Tversky (1979) introduce prospect theory, that it is one of the most 

popularly and fundamental theory on behavioral finance. The prospect theory pointed out 

investor made trading decisions diverge form rational expectations and the axioms of 

expected utility theory. The value function has three important characteristics by the 

prospect theory.  

 

 

First, the value function 𝑣𝑣(∙) is defined over gains and losses relative to reference 

point rather than level of wealth (final holding asset positions) and shows diminishing 

sensitivity of the value function to both gains and losses. It suggests that people care the 

change of each transaction rather than the whole assets. Those exiting assets do not matter 

at all. 

Second, peoples evaluate outcomes using an “S” shaped value function, which gain 

positions is concave function and loss positions is convex function. There are a different 

utility curve between the winners and the loser. This characteristic can also be described as 

“diminishing sensitivity.” 
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Third, the value function is steeper for loss positions than gain position. The value 

function shows that 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) < −𝑣𝑣(−𝑥𝑥). There are implicated that people are more tend to 

loss aversion phenomenon. For example, people loss $100 suffer the consequences more 

than gain $100 yields pleasure. 

Prospect theory focus on single outcome, but investors more choice in the equity 

market. Therefore, Thaler (1985) introduce the hedonic editing hypothesis that hypothesis 

extends from single outcome to multiple outcomes. The hypothesis are four cases: 

Case 1 Pure gains  

The value function is concave. Investors will be more likely to segregation of pure 

gains. Because the perceived value is higher by segregation of two outcomes than 

integration of two outcomes, that is, if x>0 and y>0 then 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑣𝑣(𝑦𝑦) > 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦).  

This implies that segregation of pure gains. 

 

Case 2 Pure losses 

The value function is convex. Investors will be more likely to integration of pure 

losses. Because the perceived value is higher by integration of two outcomes than 

segregation of two outcomes, that is, if x<0 and y<0 then 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑣𝑣(𝑦𝑦) < 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦).  
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This implies that integration of pure gains. 

 

Case 3 Mixed gains 

The value function is steeper for losses than gains. If x > 0,−y < 0, and  |𝑥𝑥| > |𝑦𝑦| 

then 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑣𝑣(−𝑦𝑦) < 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦) . Investor is more likely integration mixed gain 

rather than segregation mixed gain.  
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Case 4 Mixed losses 

If x > 0,− y < 0, and  |𝑥𝑥| < |𝑦𝑦|, Because the value function is concave for gains, 

the value function is convex for losses, and the value function is steeper for losses 

than gains. This case is not necessarily 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑣𝑣(−𝑦𝑦) > 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦).  When the 

magnitudes of smaller gain are similar to the magnitudes of larger losses, investors 

more prefer to integration mixed losses. When the difference between the magnitudes 

of gain and losses is very large, then investor is more likely that segregate mixed losses. 

Segregate mixed loss: the gain size < the loss size 

Integrate mixed loss: the gain size ≅ the loss size  

 
 

The prospect theory implies that the same magnitude gain and losses have asymmetry 

effect. One of the most prominent examples is the disposition effect. The investor realize 

winning trade too soon and holding to losing trade too long (Kahneman and Tversky 1979, 

Shefrin and Statman 1985, Odean 1999, Shleifer 2000). Investors were confronted by 

losses hurt more than gains satisfy, which can explain investors are reluctant to realize 
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losing trade. Investors tend to reduce risk by winning trade, and investors tend to enhance 

risk by losing trade which can explain investors the asymmetry decision-making 

phenomena. (Coval and Shumway 2005, Haigh and List 2005). Linnainmaa (2003) 

evidence that individual investors in the Finnish stock market tend to realize their gains 

using limit order, and they tend to realized losses using market order. They use market 

order lead to immediate execution, 

Other study, the disposition effect is not explain the asymmetry phenomena. Lock and 

Mann (2005) report that investors incur a huge amount of loss, inexperienced investors 

tend to reduce risk exposure. Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) find that investors are less 

likely to sell for small gains or losses, and most likely to sell when gain increases and loss 

broaden. 
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Data and Methodology 

1. Data 

We obtain complete trading database for all market investors in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 

2008. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and 

proprietary traders. We also delete the day trade and the trades of one holding day.  

 Table1 repots the descriptive statistics of index futures contracts in the TAIFEX. 

There are order-driven electronic futures market and not designated market makers in the 

Taiwan Futures Exchange. The trading is conducted form 8:45 AM to 1:45 PM in Taiwan 

time Monday through Friday of the regular business days of the Taiwan Stock Exchange. 

Daily price limit on the TAIFEX is +/- 7% of previous day's settlement price. The contract 

size for the TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes 

the spot month, the next calendar month, and next three quarterly months. The last trading 

day is the third Wednesday of the delivery month of each contract. The contracts are settled 

with cash, and automatically exercised on expiration date. The data set records information 

on intraday transactions in detailed. The transaction data include the date and time of the 

transaction, its direction (buy or sell), the trading quantity, transaction price, the account 

identification and trader types. We observe account identification for transaction data, so 

we can keep track of the trading history of each account. 

2. Methodology 

We measure how long holding losing trades (winning trades) for investors by the 

duration. We follow the concept of duration by Chou, Wang, and Yan (working paper). The 

duration is defined as the number of contract holding days form the new position to the 
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position closed for each trade. Example, if investors buys two contracts today, he sell one 

contract tomorrow, and he sell other contract in next day, then the duration of the trade are 

3 days. Normalized duration is calculated as the duration scaled by the number of expiration 

days. The number of the expiration days is defined as the number of trading days between 

the day this investor establish the initial position of this contract and the expiration day. We 

exclude the futures trades by clearing members and proprietary traders from our analyses. 

We also delete the day trade and the trades of one holding day. 

Normalized duration =  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

                    (1) 

Based on prospect theory and the disposition effect, investors prefer to longer holding 

losing trades than winning trades. In other words, investors are likely to segregated gains 

and integrated losses, we observed the duration of gains > the duration of losses. 

Based on the hedonic editing by Thaler (1985), the hypothesis is derived from 

prospect theory, from single outcome to multiple outcomes. My paper is defined as four 

situation: pure gains, pure losses, mixed gains, and mixed losses. Every trade of investor’s 

account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of 

position. Pure gains include the trades in which the futures contracts are profitable in every 

trading days, and pure losses include the trades in which the futures contracts are losses in 

every trading days. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than 

the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days are defined as mixed gains. Similarly, 

the mixed losses are defined as the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and 

unrealized losses for all the trading days. 

Unrealized profit𝑑𝑑 = (𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 − 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑−1) × 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑−1                   (2) 

Realized profit𝑑𝑑 = ∑ �𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑� × 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑 × 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼
𝑑𝑑     (3) 
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where   𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑 = � 1,
−1,

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑄𝑄ℎ𝑇𝑇 𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 
 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑄𝑄ℎ𝑇𝑇 𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇  

    Equation (2), 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 is the daily settlement price on the t trading day. 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑−1 is all holding 

position in each contract for the t-1 trading day. Equation (3), we sum the realized profit 

across all contracts for the every trading day. If the trade price is the purchase price for the 

liquidation trade then Dummy is 1. If then trade price is the selling price for the liquidation 

trade then Dummy is -1. 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑 is the number of contracts for the i liquidation trade 

on t trading day.  

   If the realized profit are positive and unrealized profit are positive form the new 

position to the position closed for each trading days, the trade is defined the pure gain. The 

pure loss is defined that realized profit are negative and unrealized profit are negative form 

the new position to the position closed for each trading days. In the trade holding period, if 

the realized /unrealized profit with positive and negative but we sum the realized profit and 

unrealized profit are positive, the trade is defined as mixed gain. Similarly, if the realized 

/unrealized profit with positive and negative but we sum the realized profit and unrealized 

profit are negative, the trade is defined as mixed loss. 

In the cases of mixed gains and mixed losses, Thaler (1985) opinions integrate smaller 

loss with larger gains, and segregate smaller gain form larger losses. When the magnitudes 

of smaller gain are similar to the magnitudes of larger losses, investors more prefer to 

integration mixed loss. Previous studies find that investors are more likely to mixed gains 

realized rather than mixed losses, but only weak evidence it for Lehenkari (2009). We 

considered that investors confront difference magnitudes of mixed losses with difference 

responded. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles bases on loss size. It defied 

that mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) based on mixed losses size, and 
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mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 10%) based on mixed losses size. 

Table 2 presents the durations of mixed big losses and mixed small losses by year. We 

find that investor are confronted with mixed small losses tend to longer holding periods 

than mixed big losses. In other words, when the magnitudes of smaller gain are similar to 

the magnitudes of larger losses, investors more prefer to integration mixed loss. When the 

difference between the magnitudes of smaller gain and the magnitudes of large losses, 

investors tend to segregating them. 
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Empirical Results 

This section presents empirical results on the impact of investor holding periods on 

winning trades and losing trades. Table 3 presents the durations of losing and winning 

trades by year. The results exhibit investors are confronted with losing trades that tend to 

longer holding periods than with winning trades. Shefrin and Statman (1985) shown that 

these investors sell winners too early and ride losers too long. Investors do not tend to 

selling at losing trades, because selling at losing trades would cause great suffering. It is 

painful to admit that they wrong trading decisions in the past. They will be minimized 

painful by holding at losing trades according to the principles of mental accounting. 

Similarly, investors sell at winning trades equal to investors realized gains that it will 

maximize their happiness in the mental accounting as the proverb say “A bird in hand is 

worth two in bush.” Therefor holding losers will buffer sufferings and selling winners will 

maximize their cheerful. In analyzing the empirical evidence, we support that investors 

prefer to longer holding losers than winners. In other words, investors are likely to longer 

holding losing trades than winning trades in accordance with the disposition effect and the 

hedonic editing hypothesis.  

The hedonic editing hypothesis suggests that investors tend to integration of outcomes 

into a single mental account sometimes segregating outcomes into separate mental 

accounts by achieved maximize the perceived value. In the cases of mixed gains and mixed 

losses, Thaler (1985) opinions integrate smaller losses with larger gains, and segregate 

smaller gain form larger losses. When the magnitudes of smaller gain are similar to the 

magnitudes of larger losses, investors more prefer to integration mixed loss. We split the 

sample into highest and lowest deciles bases on loss size. It defied that mixed small losses 

is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) based on mixed losses size, and mixed big losses is highest 
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deciles (top 10%) based on mixed losses size, Table 2 show that mixed big loss and mixed 

small loss with the significant difference. 

Table 4 present the duration of mixed big loss and mixed gains in trade holding period. 

Investors more like to integrate small losses and large gains, but tend to for small gains to 

be segregate from larger losses. Lehenkari (2009) find that investors tend to integrate 

smaller gains with larger losses. In the hedonic editing hypothesis, for small losses to be 

integrate larger gains and for small gains segregated from larger losses. We find that the 

duration of mixed gains tend to long term than mixed big losses. The number of mixed 

gaining days are larger than the number of big losing days, investors prefer holding mixed 

gain of portfolio and prefer selling mixed big losses of portfolio.   

Table 5 report the duration of mixed gains and mixed small losses by year. We find 

that investors tend to integrated mixed small losses, implies that investor holding mixed 

small losses of portfolio longer terms than mixed gains in accordance with the disposition 

effect.  

Next, we examine whether different types of traders show different the hedonic editing 

effect by examining the holding periods. Table 6 presents the durations of losing and 

winning trades by trader type. According to the hedonic editing hypothesis and disposition 

effect, the holding periods of losing trades would be longer than those of winning trades. 

Investor tend to sell winning trades and holding to losing trades. From Panel A of Table 6 

reports that the different types of traders affect the duration of holding days and the Panel 

B shows that the normalized durations of the different types of traders. We find that 

domestic individuals and future institutions both the durations and the normalized durations 

of losing trades are significantly greater than those of winning trades form the T-statistics 

and the Wilcoxom Two-Sample test at the 1% significance level. In other words, domestic 
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individuals and future institutions are likely to holding their losing positions longer than 

winning positions, which their make trading decisions in accordance with the hedonic 

editing hypothesis.  

For foreign investors, the durations of the losing trades are significantly longer than 

those of winning trades, which supports the hedonic editing hypothesis and disposition 

effect, but the normalized durations do not exhibit the result. For foreign investors, the 

normalized durations of the winning positions are 38.62% and the normalized durations of 

losing positions are 38.44% (the difference is 0.185%). There is not much difference 

between the sales of winning positions and the sale of losing positions for the normalized 

durations of foreign investors, which indicates that foreign investors are less likely to by 

subject to the hedonic editing hypothesis and disposition effect. 

For other domestic institutes, they do not illustrate of the hedonic editing hypothesis. 

We find that the durations and the normalized durations of losing trades for other domestic 

institutes are significantly shorter than those of their winning trades, which indicates they 

close their losing positions sooner than their winning positions. The result show that other 

domestic institutes and foreign investors are less likely to be subject to the hedonic editing 

bias, but domestic individuals and future institutions tend to the hedonic editing bias. 

Table 7 report that the duration of mixed gains and mixed big losses by different types 

of trader. And Table 8 report that the different types of traders affect the duration of holding 

days for mixed gains and mixed big loss. Table 7 presents the duration of mixed gains and 

mixed big losses of trades by investor type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization 

Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. We find that the number of mixed 

gaining days are larger than the number of mixed big losing days. Investors more like to 

integrate small losses and large gains, but tend to for small gains to be segregate from larger 
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losses by domestic individuals, future institutions, other institutes, and foreign investors. 

When investor’s wealth suffered severely, they tend to break off his trades. Investor is 

unwilling to holding severe losses of trades and investors tend to realize mixed big loss of 

trades.  

Table 8 presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed small losses of trades by 

investor type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) 

Futures contracts. We find that the number of mixed small losing days are larger than the 

number of mixed gaining days. Investors prefer to holding mixed small loss of portfolio 

rather than mixed gain of portfolio. Investors tend to realize mixed gain of portfolio, the 

result conform to disposition effect and hedonic editing. 

Next section, we try to explanations for whether investors made trading decisions 

might be affected by their wealth level. We use the trade size (number of contracts) for their 

trades to proxy their wealth level. We split the sample into four groups based on investor’s 

trade size. The trade size categories are defined as trades with size between 1 to 5 contracts, 

between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 contracts, and more 50 contracts.  

Table 9 reports that the duration (the normalized duration) of the winning trades and 

losing trades by different trade size. From Panel A, we find the number of winning trade 

days are smaller than the number of losing trade days by any wealth level of traders. In 

other words, the investors more like to separate winning trades and integrate losing trades 

by the any wealth level of traders. The degree of difference between the duration of multiple 

gain and the duration of pure loss is small follow the larger trade size. The lowest wealth 

level of investors like holding losses trades then highest wealth level of investors, this 

phenomenon implied that investor have higher wealth level then investor is relatively 

rational trader. 
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Table10 presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed big losses of trades by trade 

size in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures 

contracts. We find that the mixed gain positions, the duration of lowest wealth level of 

investor is 4.3 and the duration of highest wealth level of investor is 5.7, the highest wealth 

level’s traders have higher duration rather than lowest wealth level’s traders. In other words, 

highest wealth level’s traders are more likely to holding mixed gain trades than lowest 

wealth level’s traders. On mixed big loss positions, the lowest wealth level’s traders have 

higher duration rather than highest wealth level’s traders. The lowest wealth level of 

investors like holding mixed losses trades than highest wealth level of investors. This 

implied highest wealth level of investors are more tend to holding mixed gain trader and 

realized mixed big loss, the highest wealth level’s traders suffer huge loss of trading 

decision are relatively rational, and lowest wealth level’s traders are more behavioral bias.  

The Table 11 presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed small losses of trades by 

trade size in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) 

Futures contracts. We find the higher wealth level investors tend to holding for mixed small 

loss of portfolio long period rather than lower wealth level investors. We conjecture that 

foreign investors have higher level of wealth than other investors. This result have in 

accordance with the Table 8 result.   

Previous studies indicate that investors are more trade frequency tend to more 

behavioral bias. This section, we try to explanations for whether investors made trading 

decisions might be affected by their experienced. We use the trade frequency for their trades 

to proxy their experienced. The trade frequency is defined by the number of trades during 

the sample period. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade frequency. 

Four groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, between 6 to 20 times, between 
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21 to 50 times, and equal or greater to 51 times, Table 12, Table 13 and Table14 presents 

the result.  

Table 12 indicate that investors tend to holding pure loss and selling multiple gain, 

this empirical results are in accordance with the hedonic editing hypothesis. But the more 

experienced trader tend to less significant bias in hedonic editing. Investors maybe learn 

and correct previous trading bias by more frequency trades. The inexperienced traders are 

more behavioral bias. 

Table 13 presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed big losses of trades by trade 

frequency in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) 

Futures contracts. On mixed big loss positions, the more experienced trader tend to smaller 

duration than inexperienced traders, this implied experienced traders suffer huge loss, then 

experienced traders tend to rapid settled their holding share rather than inexperienced 

traders. In other words, experienced traders are relatively rational on mixed big loss 

situation. 

Table 14 presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed small losses of trades by 

trade frequency in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index 

(TAIEX) Futures contracts. We find that duration of experienced trader is 7.27 and the 

duration of inexperienced trader is 7.95 on the mixed small loss situation. Normalized 

duration of experienced trader is 47.63% and the normalized duration of inexperienced 

trader is 52.70%. This result point that experienced traders suffer loss, their trade decision 

are relatively rational and inexperienced trader’s trade decision are more behavior bias. 
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Robust Test 

Next, we excluded outlier (top 5% and bottom 5%) from out sample. Every trade of 

investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or 

reversed of position. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than 

the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, 

the Mixed Losses define that the realized and unrealized gains lower than the realized and 

unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles 

based on loss size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 30%) based on mixed 

losses size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 30%) based on mixed losses size. Mixed 

Medium Loss is the medium 40% based on mixed losses size. Table 15 presents the 

duration of average every investor form six groups (six groups: Pure Gain, Pure Loss, 

Mixed Gain, Mixed Gain, Mixed Big Loss, Mixed Medium Loss and Mixed Small Loss). 

Pure Gain = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑       (4) 

Pure Loss = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑       (5) 

Mixed Gain = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑     (6) 

Mixed Big Loss = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑            (7) 

Mixed Medium Loss = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑    (8) 

Mixed Small Loss = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑        (9) 

Pure Gain v. s. Pure Loss = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ {𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑 − 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛}  (10) 

Mixed Gain v. s. Mixed Big Loss =   

                               1
𝑁𝑁
∑ {𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑 − 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛}       (11) 
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Mixed Gain v. s. Mixed Small Loss =  

                          1
𝑁𝑁
∑ {𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑 − 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛}        (12) 

Where, 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 is the number duration of the n-th investor when the 

investor’s account is pure gain in the holding periods. 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛is the number 

duration of the n-th investor when the investor’s account is pure loss in the holding periods. 

N are number of all investors in the market. Table 15 support that investors prefer to longer 

holding loser and selling winners.  

Next, we examine whether different trader of type show different the effect? Table 16 

and Table 17 report the duration for different trader of type. For foreign investors, the 

durations of the losing trade or winning trade are significantly longer than Individual 

investors. The foreign investors could endure losing trade, and tend to holding longer 

winning trade than individual. Table 19 report that, the lowest wealth level of investors are 

higher duration rather than highest wealth level of investor, when the mixed big loss 

position. The highest wealth level of investors suffer huge loss of trading decision are 

relatively rational then lowest wealth level of investor. Table 21 report the experienced 

traders tend to sell the losing trade than inexperienced trader. The experience traders suffer 

huge loss of trading decision are relatively rational. 
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Conclusion 

This paper examine how do investors trade in relation to their holding portfolio gains 

and losses? Fist, our empirical find that investor are more likely to segregated gains and 

integrated losses, in accordance with disposition effect and hedonic edition. Investors tend 

to holding at winning trade and do not tend to selling at losing trades, because selling at 

losing trades would cause great suffering. Therefore, investors are more likely to longer 

holding losing trade than winning trade. 

Second, we find that investors tend to longer holding mixed gains than mixed big loss, 

but they tend to longer holding mixed small loss than mixed gains. When investors suffer 

huge mixed loss then they tend to settle holding position in accordance with hedonic edition 

and inconsistent disposition effect. Investors confront mixed gain and mixed small loss, 

they tend to integrated mixed small losses and segregation mixed gain, this result consistent 

disposition effect. 

Third, we examine whether investors made trading decisions might be affected by 

different types of traders. Our empirical find that foreign investors are not relatively 

rational of traders, because foreign investors confront mixed big loss with hedonic edition 

bias and confront mixed small loss with disposition effect. The highest wealth level’s 

traders suffer huge loss of trading decision are relatively rational, and lowest wealth level’s 

traders are more behavioral bias. The experienced traders suffer loss, their trade decision 

are relatively rational and inexperienced trader’s trade decision are more behavior bias. 
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Table1 
Descriptive Statistics of index futures contracts 
 Item  Description 
Underlying Index Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock 

Index (TAIEX) 
Ticker Symbol TX 
Delivery Months Spot month, the next calendar month, and the next three 

quarterly months 
Last Trading Day The third Wednesday of the delivery month of each contract 
Trading Hours 08:45AM-1:45PM Taiwan time Monday through Friday of 

the regular business days of the Taiwan Stock Exchange 
08:45AM-1:30PM on the last trading day for the delivery 
month contract 

Contract Size NTD 200 x per index point 
Minimum Price Fluctuation One index point (NTD 200) 
Daily Price Limit +/- 7% of  previous day's settlement price 
Daily Settlement Price The daily settlement price is the volume weighted average 

price, which is calculated by dividing the value of trades by 
the volume within the last one minute, or as otherwise 
determined by TAIFEX according to the Trading Rules. 

Settlement Cash settlement 
Final Settlement Day The same day as the last trading day 
Final Settlement Price The average price of the underlying index disclosed within 

the last 30 minutes prior to the close of trading on the final 
settlement day. Method used to calculate final settlement 
price. 

 
  

http://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng5/IndexCalcFSFormula.asp
http://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng5/IndexCalcFSFormula.asp
http://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng5/IndexCalcFSFormula.asp
http://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng5/IndexCalcFSFormula.asp
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Table2 
Duration of Mixed Big Losses and Mixed Small Losses by Year  
This table presents the duration of investor trades in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per 

index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar month, and next three quarterly 

months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We 

ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor 

establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 

10%) and the mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) based on mixed losses size. Panel A report 

that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the 

normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to expiration when then position was 

initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test.  

 
  All 2001-2002 2003-2004 2005-2006 2007-2008 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Big Loss 3.7407  3.6708  3.7770  4.1086  3.3694  
Mixed Small Loss 7.0110  6.3491  7.2275  7.3492  6.9614  
Difference -3.2703  -2.6783  -3.4504  -3.2406  -3.5920  
(t-statistic) (-213.62)  (-89.80)  (-123.43)  (-99.02)  (-114.65)  
[z-statistic] [173.52]  [69.76]  [101.14]  [84.27]  [-90.81]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Big Loss 37.0726  36.4902  37.8938  41.2989  32.0107  
Mixed Small Loss 48.0560  47.6957  46.9504  48.2942  49.5632  
Difference -10.9834  -11.2055  -9.0566  -6.9953  -17.5525  
(t-statistic) (-102.88)  (-47.26)  (-48.59)  (-31.02)  (-83.26)  
[z-statistic] [104.36]  [48.02]  [51.19]  [35.52]  [-74.04]  
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Table3 
Duration of Pure gains and Pure losses by Year  
This table presents the summary statistics for the duration of futures contracts traded by investors. The futures 

contracts in our sample are the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) futures 

contracts with delivery months in the period between January 2001 and December 2008. Duration is defined 

as the number of contract holding days (from the new position to the position closed) for each trade. 

Normalized Duration is calculated as the duration scaled by the number of trading days between the day this 

investor establish the initial position of this contract and the expiration day. We exclude the futures trades by 

clearing members and proprietary traders from our analyses. We also delete the day trade and the trades of 

one holding day. Pure gains include the trades in which the futures contracts are profitable in every trading 

days, and Pure losses include the trades in which the futures contracts are losses in every trading days. Panel 

A reports the summary statistics for the duration, and Panel B presents for the Normalized Duration. The t-

statistics (z-statistics) of the mean (median) difference between Pure gains and Pure losses are reported in 

parentheses (baskets).  

 
  All 2001-02 2003-04 2005-06 2007-08 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Pure Gain 2.2304  2.2261  2.2320  2.2349  2.2269  
Pure Loss 2.3588  2.3865  2.3737  2.3466  2.3249  
Difference -0.1284  -0.1604  -0.1417  -0.1117  -0.0980  
(t-statistic) (-107.55)  (-59.89)  (-64.81)  (-48.19)  (-40.54)  
[z-statistic] [105.72]  [58.61]  [63.40]  [47.68]  [41.59]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Pure Gain 22.6139  23.0392  21.8679  22.2587  23.7302  
Pure Loss 26.3309  26.7679  25.1940  26.2250  27.4818  
Difference -3.7170  -3.7287  -3.3261  -3.9664  -3.7517  
(t-statistic) (-100.50)  (-45.45)  (-54.42)  (-53.12)  (-45.26)  
[z-statistic] [96.87]  [39.66]  [56.41]  [51.18]  [43.25]  
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Table4 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Big Losses by Year  
This table presents the duration of investor trades in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per 

index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar month, and next three quarterly 

months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We 

ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor 

establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. In the holding period, if the realized and 

unrealized gains higher than the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days are defined as Mixed 

Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses are defined as the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and 

unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss 

size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 10%) based on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the duration 

of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration 

is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to expiration when then position was initially opened. The 

table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test.  

 
  All 2001-2002 2003-2004 2005-2006 2007-2008 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.7875  4.5411  4.7952  5.1308  4.6104  
Mixed Big Loss 3.7407  3.6708  3.7770  4.1086  3.3694  
Difference 1.0468  0.8703  1.0182  1.0222  1.2409  
(t-statistic) (171.59)  (72.44)  (100.60)  (66.99)  (110.42)  
[z-statistic] [-53.12]  [-15.78]  [-28.98]  [-27.36]  [-30.50]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 36.5694  35.8410  36.2086  37.6853  36.5159  
Mixed Big Loss 37.0726  36.4902  37.8938  41.2989  32.0107  
Difference -0.5032  -0.6492  -1.6852  -3.6136  4.5052  
(t-statistic) (-6.81)  (-3.98)  (-13.06)  (-22.03)  (33.28)  
[z-statistic] [0.80]  [-1.91]  [8.97]  [16.07]  [-22.12]  
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Table5 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Small Losses by Year  
This table presents the duration of investor trades in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per 

index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar month, and next three quarterly 

months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We 

ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor 

establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. In the holding period, if the realized and 

unrealized gains higher than the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. 

Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that the realized and unrealized gains lower than the realized and 

unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss 

size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) based on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the 

duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized 

duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to expiration when then position was initially opened. 

The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test.  

 
  All 2001-2002 2003-2004 2005-2006 2007-2008 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.7875  4.5411  4.7952  5.1308  4.6104  
Mixed Small Loss 7.0110  6.3491  7.2275  7.3492  6.9614  
Difference -2.2234  -1.8080  -2.4322  -2.2184  -2.3511  
(t-statistic) (-151.38)  (-63.10)  (-89.80)  (-73.11)  (-76.40)  
[z-statistic] [171.36]  [72.12]  [101.12]  [83.02]  [88.02]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 36.5694  35.8410  36.2086  37.6853  36.5159  
Mixed Small Loss 48.0560  47.6957  46.9504  48.2942  49.5632  
Difference -11.4866  -11.8547  -10.7418  -10.6088  -13.0473  
(t-statistic) (-139.57)  (-64.84)  (-74.82)  (-64.16)  (-75.06)  
[z-statistic] [143.83]  [65.36]  [78.17]  [67.20]  [76.61]  
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Table6 
Duration of Pure gains and Pure losses by Investors Type  
This table presents the duration of pure gains and pure losses of trades by investors type in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures 

contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX 

index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar 

month, and next three quarterly months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing 

members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of 

investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. 

The investor’s type includes domestic individual, Future institutions, other institutes, and foreign investors. 

In the holding period, if all the trading days are gaining realized profit or goes up unrealized profit then the 

trade defined as Pure gains. Similarly, the Pure losses define that the realized or unrealized profits are losses 

for all the trading days. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned 

by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to 

expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

 

  
Domestic 

Individuals 
  

Future 
Institutions 

  
Other 

Institutes 
  

Foreign 
Investors 

Panel A: Duration (days)  
Pure Gain 2.2267   2.2884   2.3709   2.2938  
Pure Loss 2.3574   2.3582   2.2976   2.4015  
Difference -0.1307   -0.0698   0.0733   -0.1077  
(t-statistic) (-109.31)   (-4.31)   (4.32)   (-2.41)  
[z-statistic] [108.20]   [-4.46]   [3.30]   [-1.70]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Pure Gain 22.2840   25.1339   29.0713   38.6208  
Pure Loss 26.1515   27.5327   27.5640   38.4356  
Difference -3.8675   -2.3989   1.5073   0.1852  
(t-statistic) (-104.97)   (-4.78)   (2.50)   (0.09)  
[z-statistic] [104.91]    [-4.88]    [4.70]    [0.20]  
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Table7 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Big Losses by Investors Type  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed losses of trades by investors type in the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all 

futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the 

TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next 

calendar month, and next three quarterly months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of 

clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade 

of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of 

position. The investor’s type includes domestic individual, Future institutions, other institutes, and foreign 

investors. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than the realized and unrealized 

losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that the realized and 

unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split then sample into 

highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 10%) based on mixed 

losses size.  Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by the 

trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to 

expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  
Domestic 

Individuals 
  

Future 
Institutions 

  
Other 

Institutes 
  

Foreign 
Investors 

Panel A: Duration (days)             
Mixed Gain 4.8920   6.3258   8.2473   11.3358  
Mixed Big Loss 3.7387   3.6564   3.3642   3.8791  
Difference 1.1533   2.6693   4.8832   7.4567  
(t-statistic) (184.81)   (32.36)   (61.37)   (31.92)  
[z-statistic] [-53.32]   [-14.45]   [-27.05]   [-12.56]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)             
Mixed Gain 36.5573   44.6969   56.2291   66.0571  
Mixed Big Loss 36.9971   36.0642   30.3708   44.6137  
Difference -0.4398   8.6327   25.8583   21.4434  
(t-statistic) (-5.91)   (9.68)   (32.48)   (8.18)  
[z-statistic] [1.87]    [-9.75]    [-24.54]    [-7.43]  
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Table8 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Small Losses by Investors Type  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed losses of trades by investors type in the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all 

futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the 

TAIEX index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next 

calendar month, and next three quarterly months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of 

clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade 

of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of 

position. The investor’s type includes domestic individual, Future institutions, other institutes, and foreign 

investors. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than the realized and unrealized 

losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that the realized and 

unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split then sample into 

highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) based on 

mixed losses size.  Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by 

the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to 

expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  
Domestic 

Individuals 
 

Future 
Institutions 

 
Other 

Institutes 
 

Foreign 
Investors 

Panel A: Duration (days)             
Mixed Gain 4.8920   6.3258   8.2473   11.3358  
Mixed Small Loss 7.4967   8.7459   10.8811   14.2176  
Difference -2.6047   -2.4201   -2.6337   -2.8818  
(t-statistic) (-160.59)   (-11.95)   (-12.54)   (-6.05)  
[z-statistic] [182.79]   [12.85]   [11.64]   [6.01]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)             
Mixed Gain 36.5573   44.6969   56.2291   66.0571  
Mixed Small Loss 49.1446   54.4286   63.4842   75.1237  
Difference -12.5873   -9.7317   -7.2552   -9.0667  
(t-statistic) (-151.37)   (-10.16)   (-8.15)   (-4.97)  
[z-statistic] [155.15]    [9.98]    [7.72]    [3.93]  
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Table 9 
Duration of Pure gains and Pure losses by Trade Size  
This table presents the duration of pure gains and pure losses of trades by trade size in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures 

contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX 

index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar 

month, and next three quarterly months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing 

members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of 

investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. 

We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade size. Four groups are trades with size between 

1 to 5 contracts, between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 contracts, and equal or greater to 51 contracts. 

In the holding period, if all the trading days are gaining realized profit or goes up unrealized profit then the 

trade defined as Pure gains. Similarly, the Pure losses define that the realized or unrealized profits are losses 

for all the trading days. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned 

by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to 

expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

 

  Trade size 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days)             
Pure Gain 2.1881   2.2259   2.2432   2.2634  
Pure Loss 2.3699   2.3599   2.3453   2.3411  
Difference -0.1818   -0.1340   -0.1021   -0.0777  
(t-statistic) (-69.30)   (-76.16)   (-45.89)   (-16.01)  
[z-statistic] [-65.87]   [75.11]   [45.69]   [17.73]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Pure Gain 22.4449   22.4071   22.1926   22.3557  
Pure Loss 26.5990   26.3080   25.8249   25.3545  
Difference -4.1542   -3.9009   -3.6323   -2.9988  
(t-statistic) (-49.58)   (-71.57)   (-52.85)   (-20.72)  
[z-statistic] [-51.06]    [70.94]    [51.21]    [20.29]  
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Table10 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Big Losses by Trade Size  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed big losses of trades by trade size in the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all 

futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We exclude erroneous 

accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily 

net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to 

close position or reversed of position. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade size. 

Four groups are trades with size between 1 to 5 contracts, between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 

contracts, and equal or greater to 51 contracts. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains 

higher than the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the 

Mixed Losses define that the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the 

trading days. We split then sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed big losses is 

highest deciles (top 10%) based on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the 

number of trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled 

by the number of trading day to expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value 

of t-statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  Trade size 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.3044   4.8294   5.2283   5.7150  
Mixed Big Loss 3.7430   3.7396   3.7292   3.7115  
Difference 0.5614   1.0898   1.4992   2.0034  
(t-statistic) (42.59)  (120.30)   (124.24)   (75.08)  
[z-statistic] [7.51]   [-32.89]   [-48.23]   [-30.94]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 34.5511   36.4842   37.7990   39.4288  
Mixed Big Loss 36.6790   37.2631   36.9474   35.6894  
Difference -2.1279   -0.7789   0.8515   3.7394  
(t-statistic) (-13.43)   (-7.06)   (6.01)   (12.75)  
[z-statistic] [15.05]    [3.50]    [-9.63]    [-13.13]  
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Table11   
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Small Losses by Trade Size  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed losses of trades by trade size in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures 

contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We exclude erroneous accounts 

as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net 

position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close 

position or reversed of position. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade size. Four 

groups are trades with size between 1 to 5 contracts, between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 contracts, 

and equal or greater to 51 contracts. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than the 

realized and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses 

define that the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the trading days. 

We split then sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles 

(bottom 10%) based on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of 

trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the 

number of trading day to expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-

statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  Trade size 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.3044   4.8294   5.2283   5.7150  
Mixed Small Loss 6.5889   7.3450   8.0158   8.8314  
Difference -2.2846   -2.5156   -2.7875   -3.1164  
(t-statistic) (-62.22)   (-107.67)   (-92.97)   (-47.15)  
[z-statistic] [72.83]   [122.84]   [104.81]   [51.12]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 34.5511   36.4842   37.7990   39.4288  
Mixed Small Loss 46.9021   48.7493   50.6549   52.9261  
Difference -12.3510   -12.2651   -12.8559   -13.4973  
(t-statistic) (-59.72)   (-100.87)   (-86.66)   (-44.18)  
[z-statistic] [61.69]    [103.77]    [88.39]    [44.26]  
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Table12 
Duration of Pure gains and Pure losses by Trade Frequency  
This table presents the duration of pure gains and pure losses of trades by trade frequency in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures 

contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. The contract size for the TAIEX 

index futures is NT$200*per index point. The Deliver months includes the spot month, the next calendar 

month, and next three quarterly months. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing 

members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of 

investor’s account define that the investor establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. 

The trade frequency is defined by the number of trades during the sample period. We split the dataset into 

four groups based on investor’s trade frequency. Four groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, 

between 6 to 20 times, between 21 to 50 times, and equal or greater to 51 times. In the holding period, if all 

the trading days are gaining realized profit or goes up unrealized profit then the trade defined as Pure gains. 

Similarly, the Pure losses define that the realized or unrealized profits are losses for all the trading days. Panel 

A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned by the trades. Panel B report 

that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to expiration when then position 

was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  Trade Frequency 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Pure Gain 2.1656   2.2074   2.2254   2.2450  
Pure Loss 2.3933   2.3799   2.3641   2.3321  
Difference -0.2276   -0.1725   -0.1387   -0.0871  
(t-statistic) (-49.42)   (-67.29)   (-63.09)   (-48.31)  
[z-statistic] [-45.15]   [66.56]   [62.16]   [48.70]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)  
Pure Gain 22.1567   22.1540   22.0824   22.6266  
Pure Loss 26.6926   26.6400   26.3495   25.7114  
Difference -4.5359   -4.4860   -4.2671   -3.0848  
(t-statistic) (-30.48)   (-57.24)   (-63.19)   (-54.46)  
[z-statistic] [-31.76]    [57.08]    [61.66]    [54.31]  
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Table13  
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Big Losses by Trade Frequency  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed big losses of trades by trade frequency in the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We exclude 

erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an 

investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a 

new position to close position or reversed of position. The trade frequency is defined by the number of trades 

during the sample period. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade frequency. Four 

groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, between 6 to 20 times, between 21 to 50 times, and 

equal or greater to 51 times. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than the realized 

and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that 

the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split then 

sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 10%) based 

on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days spanned 

by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading day to 

expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  Trade Frequency 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.9361   4.9203   5.0009   4.9031  
Mixed Big Loss 3.8706   3.8286   3.7790   3.6246  
Difference 1.0655   1.0917   1.2219   1.2785  
(t-statistic) (43.32)   (82.59)   (106.08)   (133.19)  
[z-statistic] [0.99]   [-13.26]   [-28.82]   [-54.36]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 37.1953   36.7545   36.8739   36.7573  
Mixed Big Loss 36.8700   37.8918   37.7520   35.8565  
Difference 0.3253   -1.1372   -0.8782   0.9008  
(t-statistic) (1.23)   (-7.34)   (-6.31)   (7.84)  
[z-statistic] [2.81]    [7.87]    [3.60]   [-12.68]  
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Table 14 
Duration of Mixed Gains and Mixed Small Losses by Trade Frequency  
This table presents the duration of mixed gains and mixed small losses of trades by trade frequency in the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We exclude 

erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an 

investor’s daily net position is zero. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor establishes a 

new position to close position or reversed of position. The trade frequency is defined by the number of trades 

during the sample period. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade frequency. Four 

groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, between 6 to 20 times, between 21 to 50 times, and 

equal or greater to 51 times. In the holding period, if the realized and unrealized gains higher than the realized 

and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that 

the realized and unrealized lower than the realized and unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split then 

sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 10%) 

based on mixed losses size. Panel A report that the duration of every trade is the number of trading days 

spanned by the trades. Panel B report that the normalized duration is Duration scaled by the number of trading 

day to expiration when then position was initially opened. The table report t-value of t-statistics and z-value 

of the Wilcoxon two-sample test. 

  Trade Frequency 
  [1,5]   [5,20]   [21,50]   [50,~] 
Panel A: Duration (days) 
Mixed Gain 4.9361   4.9203   5.0009   4.9031  
Mixed Small Loss 7.9451   7.8247   7.7077   7.2743  
Difference -3.0090   -2.9044   -2.7068   -2.3713  
(t-statistic) (-40.77)   (-80.51)   (-90.88)   (-99.16)  
[z-statistic] [47.42]   [93.00]   [104.14]   [110.88]  
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%) 
Mixed Gain 37.1953   36.7545   36.8739   36.7573  
Mixed Small Loss 52.6952   51.0859   50.1668   47.6303  
Difference -15.5000   -14.3314   -13.2929   -10.8730  
(t-statistic) (-41.46)   (-78.44)   -88.42)   (-88.23)  
[z-statistic] [42.51]    [79.79]    [90.74]    [90.60]  
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Table15 
Duration of Summary statistics 
This table presents the duration of investor trades in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. We exclude erroneous accounts as well as accounts of clearing 

members and proprietary traders. We ignore that an investor’s daily net position is zero. We excluded 

outlier (top 5% and bottom 5%) from out sample. Every trade of investor’s account define that the investor 

establishes a new position to close position or reversed of position. In the holding period, if the realized and 

unrealized gains higher than the realized and unrealized losses for the trading days defined as Mixed Gains. 

Similarly, the Mixed Losses define that the realized and unrealized gains lower than the realized and 

unrealized losses for all the trading days. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss 

size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 30%) based on mixed losses size. Mixed big losses is 

highest deciles (top 30%) based on mixed losses size. 

 Pure Gain v. s. Pure Loss is 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ {𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑 − 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛}, where 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 

is the number duration of pure gain for the n investor. N are number of all investors in the market. The table 

report p-value of the Wilcoxon signed rank test.  

  Duration (days)   Normalized Duration (%) 
  Mean Median Std Dev  Mean Median Std Dev 

Pure Gain 2.2282  2.0000  0.4320   21.8277  18.4090  13.4260  
Pure Loss 2.4090  2.1429  0.6372   26.1257  21.5817  16.9064  
Mixed Gain 4.5473  3.8000  2.7527   35.2898  32.1229  17.8136  
Mixed Big Loss 8.3247  7.5000  4.3881   58.8721  58.2964  25.2769  
Mixed Medium Loss 5.0812  4.0000  3.2640   43.0549  38.3333  23.8849  
Mixed small Loss 3.9150  3.0000  2.8544   34.4357  29.1795  21.4064  
               

Pure Gain v.s. Pure Loss -0.1764    -3.8788   

      P-value (0.00) ***   (0.00) ***  
Mixed Gain v.s.Mixed Big Loss -3.5251    -22.589   

      P-value (0.00) ***   (0.00) ***  
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Medium Loss -0.6914    -8.7151   

      P-value (0.00) ***   (0.00) ***  
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Small Loss 0.4773    -0.271   

      P-value (0.00) ***     (0.00) ***   
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Table16 Duration by Investors Type  
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss 

size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 30%) based on mixed losses size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 30%) based on mixed losses size.    

 Pure Gain v. s. Pure Loss is
1
𝑁𝑁
�{𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛

𝑁𝑁

𝑑𝑑

− 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛} 

Where, 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛is the number duration of pure gain for the n investor. The N are number of all investors in the market. The table report p-value of the 

Wilcoxon signed rank test.  

  Duration (days)     Normalized Duration (%)   

  
Domestic 

Individuals 
  Future 

Institutions 
  Other 

Institutes 
  Foreign 

Investors 
  

  
Domestic 

Individuals 
  Future 

Institutions 
  Other 

Institutes 
  Foreign 

Investors 
  

Pure Gain 2.2269   2.2694   2.3831   2.3055    21.7904   23.4974   25.6657   28.6368   
Pure Loss 2.4092   2.4168   2.3566   2.4594    26.1183   26.9862   25.3383   31.2234   
Mixed Gain 4.5136   5.2485   7.7330   8.3614    35.0838   40.0801   54.3133   55.8162   
Mixed Big Loss 8.3049   8.7648   9.9717   9.7693    58.8047   62.1972   62.8563   63.7016   
Mixed Medium Loss 5.0823   5.0826   4.9714   5.6131    43.0685   42.9078   40.7788   46.1578   
Mixed small Loss 3.8982    4.3659    5.4745    7.6635      34.2941    38.5333    47.4043    61.3058   
Difference                   

Pure Gain v.s. Pure Loss -0.1780   -0.1311   0.0273   -0.0883    -3.9124   -2.2672   0.4744   -2.9298   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.52)  (0.56)   (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.55)  (0.49)  
Mixed Gain v.s.Mixed Big Loss -3.5527   -3.1407   -1.4215   -0.8059    -22.8010   -20.4167   -4.8162   -4.8832   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Medium 

 
-0.7104   -0.1532   1.7502   1.8751    -8.8525   -4.5476   9.3989   5.1224   

      P-value (0.00) *** (0.09) * (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.12)  
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Small 

 
0.4652   0.7610   1.8249   1.1293    -0.3116   1.0144   4.8553   -3.8910   

      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***   (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.01) ** 
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Table 17 Compared with Duration by Investors Type 
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the sample into highest and lowest deciles based on loss 

size. Mixed small losses is lowest deciles (bottom 30%) based on mixed losses size. Mixed big losses is highest deciles (top 30%) based on mixed losses size. The 

table report mean, t-value of the T test and z-value of the Wilcoxon rank sum test.   

  Individuals v.s. Future Institutes   Individuals v.s. Other Institutes   Individuals v.s. Foreign Investors 
 Diff T-value Z-value  Diff T-value Z-value  Diff T-value Z-value 

Panel A: Duration (Days)                                 

Pure Gain -0.0424  -3.88  *** -2.54  **  -0.1562  -11.39  *** -6.85  ***  -0.0786  -2.25  ** -2.54  ** 
Pure Loss -0.0075  -0.47   -0.88    0.0526  2.73  *** 1.96  *  -0.0502  -0.98   -0.88   
Mixed Gain -0.7349  -12.47  *** -12.68  ***  -3.2194  -49.37  *** -33.98  ***  -3.8478  -21.32  *** -12.68  *** 
Mixed Big Loss -0.4599  -4.23  *** -4.68  ***  -1.6668  -14.79  *** -11.74  ***  -1.4644  -4.92  *** -4.68  *** 
Mixed Medium Loss -0.0003  0.00   -0.51    0.1109  1.10   3.03  ***  -0.5308  -1.86  * -0.51   
Mixed small Loss -0.4677  -6.58  *** -11.47  ***  -1.5763  -18.56  *** -12.62  ***  -3.7652  -17.23  *** -11.47  *** 
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)                               
Pure Gain -1.7070  -5.01  *** -3.58  ***  -3.8753  -9.10  *** -8.72  ***  -6.8465  -6.31  *** -3.58  *** 
Pure Loss -0.8679  -2.05  ** -1.85  *  0.7800  1.53   1.35    -5.1051  -3.77  *** -1.85  * 
Mixed Gain -4.9962  -13.03  *** -12.97  ***  -19.2295  -45.51  *** -34.73  ***  -20.7323  -17.65  *** -12.97  *** 
Mixed Big Loss -3.3925  -5.40  *** -2.97  ***  -4.0516  -6.24  *** -5.98  ***  -4.8969  -2.85  *** -2.97  *** 
Mixed Medium Loss 0.1607  0.28   -0.64    2.2897  3.09  *** 4.07  ***  -3.0893  -1.48   -0.64   
Mixed small Loss -4.2393  -7.94  *** -11.87  ***   -13.1102  -20.58  *** -16.62  ***   -27.0117  -16.45  *** -11.87  *** 
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Table 18 Duration by Trade Size  
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade size. 

Four groups are trades with size between 1 to 5 contracts, between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 contracts, and equal or greater to 51 contracts. 

 Pure Gain v. s. Pure Loss is
1
𝑁𝑁
�{𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛

𝑁𝑁

𝑑𝑑

− 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛} 

Where, 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛is the number duration of pure gain for the n investor. The N are number of all investors in the market. The table report p-value of the 

Wilcoxon signed rank test.  

  Trade    size  
 Duration (days)       Normalized Duration (%) 
 [1,5]   [6,20]   [21,50]   [50,~]   [1,5]   [6,20]   [21,50]   [50,~]  

Pure Gain 2.1936   2.2460   2.2752   2.2951    21.8649   21.8147   21.7341   21.9380   
Pure Loss 2.4004   2.4172   2.4114   2.4123    26.3142   26.0344   25.7401   25.5795   
Mixed Gain 4.2857   4.7642   5.0514   5.0882    34.3192   36.1124   37.0753   37.2837   
Mixed Big Loss 8.0251   8.5516   8.5607   8.2238    57.9129   59.8176   58.9603   56.3632   
Mixed Medium Loss 4.7666   5.3309   5.5383   5.3180    41.5842   44.3380   44.8263   42.4696   
Mixed small Loss 3.6657    4.0404    4.4084    4.4350      32.9871    35.2270    37.0551    37.3830    

Difference                  

Pure Gain v.s. Pure Loss -0.1978   -0.1744   -0.1389   -0.1180    -3.6986   -3.9822   -3.9236   -3.6477   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Big Loss -3.4739   -3.5858   -3.4600   -3.1260    -22.7177   -22.8161   -21.6733   -19.0191   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Medium 

 
-0.7757   -0.6712   -0.5251   -0.2516    -9.0965   -8.6637   -7.9164   -5.2996   

      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Small Loss 0.3663   0.5152   0.5998   (0.00) ***  -0.4774   -0.1570   -0.2014   -0.1607   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***   (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.10)   (0.81)   
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Table 19 Compared with Duration by Trade Size 
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s trade 

size. Four groups are trades with size between 1 to 5 contracts, between 6 to 20 contracts, between 21 to 50 

contracts, and equal or greater to 51 contracts. The table report mean, t-value of the T test and z-value of the 

Wilcoxon rank sum test.   

  [1,5]  vs.  [50,~] 
 Diff T-value Z-value 

Panel A: Duration (Days)           
Pure Gain -0.1015 -8.30  *** -50.50  *** 
Pure Loss -0.0118 -0.63   -25.66  *** 
Mixed Gain -0.8026 -10.12  *** -25.77  *** 
Mixed Big Loss -0.1987 -1.57   -0.16  *** 
Mixed Medium Loss -0.5514 -6.08  *** -19.83  *** 
Mixed small Loss -0.7693 -9.74  *** -30.96  *** 
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)         
Pure Gain -0.0731 -0.18   -15.89  *** 
Pure Loss 0.7347 1.46   12.17  *** 
Mixed Gain -2.9645 -5.43  *** -16.15  *** 
Mixed Big Loss 1.5497 2.08   0.94   
Mixed Medium Loss -0.8854 -1.26   -10.41  *** 
Mixed small Loss -4.3959 -6.99  *** -20.23  *** 
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Table20 Duration by Trade Frequency  
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample 

includes all futures contracts with a delivery month between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the dataset into four groups based on investor’s 
trade frequency. Four groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, between 6 to 20 times, between 21 to 50 times, and equal 
or greater to 51 times. Pure Gain v. s. Pure Loss is 1

𝑁𝑁
∑ {𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁
𝑑𝑑 − 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛}Where, 𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛is the number duration of pure 

gain for the n investor. The N are number of all investors in the market. The table report p-value of the Wilcoxon signed rank test.  

  Trade    Frequency 
 Duration (days)       Normalized Duration (%) 
 [1,5]   [6,20]   [21,50]   [50,~]   [1,5]   [6,20]   [21,50]   [50,~]  

Pure Gain 2.1728   2.2183   2.2476   2.2773    21.6839   21.7572   21.7294   22.3787   
Pure Loss 2.4067   2.4165   2.4107   2.3870    26.5834   26.2655   25.9543   25.3939   
Mixed Gain 4.5328   4.5101   4.6074   4.6046    35.5537   35.1255   35.2390   35.4562   
Mixed Big Loss 8.3451   8.5819   8.2907   7.7004    58.7379   60.4133   58.8465   55.1873   
Mixed Medium Loss 4.8750   5.2064   5.1652   4.9237    41.8979   44.1439   43.3249   41.3431   
Mixed small Loss 3.8135    3.8766    4.0187    3.9875      33.3729    34.1634    35.3097    35.2546    

Difference                  

Pure Gain v.s. Pure Loss -0.2372   -0.2013   -0.1677   -0.1111    -3.9034   -4.1062   -4.0875   -2.9771   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s.Mixed Big Loss -3.6452   -3.6823   -3.5228   -3.0555    -22.5213   -23.5615   -22.9413   -19.5967   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Medium 

 
0.3020   0.4243   0.5261   0.6081    -1.0569   -0.1645   -0.4177   0.1401   

      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***  (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
Mixed Gain v.s. Mixed Small Loss -0.9659   -0.7882   -0.6022   -0.3377   -10.4171   -9.4389   -8.2510   -5.9736   
      P-value (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) ***   (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** (0.00) *** 
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Table 21 Compared with Duration by Trade Frequency 
This table presents the duration by investors type in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted 

Stock Index (TAIEX) Futures contracts. Our sample includes all futures contracts with a delivery month 

between January 2001 and December 2008. We split the dataset into four groups based on 
investor’s trade frequency. Four groups are trades with frequency between 1 to 5 times, 
between 6 to 20 times, between 21 to 50 times, and equal or greater to 51 times. The table 

report mean, t-value of the T test and z-value of the Wilcoxon rank sum test.   

  [1,5] v.s. [50,~] 
 Diff T-value Z-value 

Panel A: Duration (Days)           
Pure Gain -0.1045 -27.06  *** -110.65  *** 
Pure Loss 0.0197 3.44  *** 66.84  *** 
Mixed Gain -0.0718 -2.79  *** -60.72  *** 
Mixed Big Loss 0.6447 15.88  *** 2.23  * 
Mixed Medium Loss -0.0487 -1.73  * -45.99  *** 
Mixed small Loss -0.174 -6.77  *** -74.17  *** 
Panel B: Normalized Duration (%)         
Pure Gain -0.6947 -5.25  *** -50.93  *** 
Pure Loss 1.1895 7.62  *** 36.38  *** 
Mixed Gain 0.0974 0.56   40.56  *** 
Mixed Big Loss 3.5506 15.06  *** 11.01  *** 
Mixed Medium Loss 0.5549 2.64  *** 29.39  *** 
Mixed small Loss -1.8817 -9.72  *** -53.91  *** 
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